Greetings from the Secretary.

The Denver Chapter achieved Ruby status again for the 2019/2020-chapter year, we estimate to end the year with over 2,000 points! There are three levels of points: Bronze is 685, Silver is 1,060 and Gold is 1,560. After ten years of achieving Gold the Chapter reaches Platinum, ten years of Platinum achieves Ruby, fifteen years of Platinum achieves Sapphire, and twenty-five years of Platinum achieves Diamond.

Volunteering is a great way for members to get involved and contribute to the CAP points earned each year. The chapter is run by volunteers and there are many ways to get involved, there are even opportunities to volunteer virtually. If you would like to volunteer, please reach out to any Chapter Leader. Our contact information is listed on the Denver Chapter website.

We will continue updating CAP points monthly and reporting our progress to you in the next newsletter. Volunteerism is an area where there is no limit on the points the chapter can obtain, so please consider volunteering and stay tuned for a points update in the next newsletter. Until then happy auditing!